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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Tesla “T” Center Cap Accent – All Models 
 
Please read these installation instructions BEFORE you attempt to apply the Tesla “T” Accent. 
 
IMPORTANT:  Installation of an EVANNEX® Tesla “T” Center Cap Accent is a straightforward DIY 
project. However, it does require care, a steady hand, the ability to follow instructions, and the 
patience to remove and reapply the vinyl, if required. Even small errors in surface preparation, vinyl 
orientation or positioning can cause poor results. If you are uncomfortable with installation for any 
reason, we recommend that you contact a professional vinyl installer or window tinting outlet and 
have them do the installation. 
 
INSTALLATION: Video installation instructions are available at evannex.com. 
 
IMPORTANT: Be certain that you thoroughly clean all surfaces BEFORE you begin and after each 
piece is installed. We recommend a 40% alcohol – 60% water mix using a lint-free cloth or paper 
towel. Be certain the surface is dry before your proceed. 
 
The figure shown should be used in conjunction with the steps outlined 
below: The steps that follow apply to the center caps for all wheels for all 
Tesla Models. 
 
As you install the vinyl, gently smooth it with your finger, being sure that 
you have removed any air bubbles or wrinkles. If you encounter 
imperfections or alignment errors, gently pull the vinyl off and re-apply.  
IMPORTANT: Do not use heavy downward pressure on the vinyl until you 
have completed the installation and are satisfied with the results. Only 
then should you apply pressure to fix the vinyl to the chrome T surface. 
 
Note: Model 3 18 in. wheels have a black vinyl insert inside the embossed T on the center cap. 
Although you can install the red vinyl directly over it, we recommend that you remove the black vinyl 
first. To accomplish this, use a sharp pointed blade to lift and edge and then pull up. 
 
Step 1.  Align the notch at location 1 with the notch in the embossed T on the center cap. Be sure that 
the edges 1-2 and 1-3 align with the embossed T edges. 
 
Step 2.  Align location 4 with the tip of the embossed T on the center cap. Be sure that the edges 4-6 
and 4-5 align with the edges of the embossed T. 
 
Step 3.  Align edges 3-10 and 2-7 with the top of the embossed T on the center cap. Be sure that side 
edges 9-10 and 7-8 along with 5-9 and 6-8 align with the edges of the embossed T. 
 
Step 4.  Align location 11 with the top corner of the ‘crown piece’ of the embossed T on the center 
cap. Be sure that edge 11-12 aligns with the top of the embossed T. 
 
Note:  Because the “T” is a small vinyl piece, it’s possible that it might stretch slightly as it is applied. If that 
happens, it can be tucked under the chrome or cut using a razor knife or scissors. 
 
Your installation is complete.  


